HyTrust CloudControl ValueCheck Service

Service Overview
HyTrust® CloudControl™ ValueCheck Service provides a HyTrust professional services team member who will help your organization maximize the value achieved by your existing HyTrust CloudControl (HTCC) implementation. This service is delivered over one (1) days remotely.

Delivery Approach
We employ a delivery approach that is informed by years of experience installing, configuring and deploying HTCC. This includes:

- Validation of design
- Best practice product configuration
- Knowledge transfer and discussion of HTCC key features, function and operation
- Troubleshooting tips

Scope
This service will assess the security impact of HyTrust CloudControl within your organization by:

- Assess dedicated usage of the HTCC Security Proxy by your operations staff
- Identify and Assess Log Viewer Access Denied and Approved High-Risk operations
- Review security-in-depth options including Multi-Factor Authentication, Compliance Assessments, and Root Password Vaulting
- Knowledge transfer and discussion of HTCC key features, function and operation

This service is limited to 1 HyTrust CloudControl instance (high availability pair). Services will be delivered remotely. This service is appropriate for live, production instances of HyTrust CloudControl.

Benefits
- Baseline HTCC Security Value: your team will gain an appreciation of the value provided by the various HTCC Security functions currently in use within your organization
- Security-in-Depth best practices: educate your team on the unused security functionality offered by HTCC
- Quick time-to-value: our consultants’ product expertise insures a quick assessment and knowledge transfer
- Deployment aligned to industry best practices: you gain the benefits of our extensive knowledge base of product optimizations and optimal configurations
- Mitigation of potential issues: we move quickly past roadblocks and work seamlessly with product support on your behalf

Pricing
- SKU: HT-PS-HTCC-VC
- Description: HyTrust CloudControl ValueCheck Service: Remote (no T&E)
- Delivery: Remote
- Price: $2,000.00